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Röki
Walking in Polygon Treehouse’s 
winter wonderland

Teardown
A physics-based heist-’em-up breaks 
down walls

Deathtrap Dungeon
An adventure gamebook gets a new, 
FMV adaptation

Incoming 
Japanese gangsters, typing, 
and economy class travel

Battle royales
Charting the genre’s rise and 
rapid evolution

Thystle
Pixel artist William Beaujon introduces 
his debut fantasy RTS

Redwall
The fantasy series’ surprising impact 
on game design

The PlayStation at 25
Sony’s seminal console reaches 
its quarter century

CityCraft
Ways to make your virtual city  
easier to explore

Licensed games
How to make great games from 
existing IP

Art direction
Why it’s a crucial step in your  
game’s development

Source Code
Create your own turn-based 
combat system

Disco Elysium
A smart, impossibly complex RPG 
for the ages

Deliver Us The Moon
Giant steps are what you take in 
KeokeN’s sci-fi thriller

The Outer Worlds
The quintessential Obsidian RPG? 
Quite possibly

Children Of Morta
A pixel art roguelike that doesn’t 
outstay its welcome

WELCOME
We’re on a bit of a Sega 
nostalgia trip at Wireframe 
Towers this issue. Ian’s 
managed to get hold of a 32X 
– that ill-fated add-on for the 
Sega Mega Drive; meanwhile, 
by complete coincidence, I just 
acquired a scruffy yet functional 
Mega-CD 2 – another ill-fated 
add-on for the Sega Mega Drive. 

Maybe we were both 
subconsciously influenced by 
the seismic events that rocked 
Japan’s games industry in 
autumn 1994, when Sega made 
the decision to release the 32X 
and its next-gen console, the 
Saturn, within weeks of Sony’s 
PlayStation. You can probably 
figure out what happened 
next – the 32X tanked, and the 
PlayStation eclipsed the Saturn 
to such a degree that Sega never 
really recovered its standing.  

Still, we can’t help but hold a 
lingering bit of admiration for 
Sega’s hardware curios from the 
mid-nineties. The PlayStation 
changed gaming (and Ian tips 
his hat to its brilliance on page 
50), but the 32X – an odd, 
mushroom-shaped lump that 
boosted the Mega Drive’s ageing 
hardware – perfectly epitomises 
a period when the industry was 
in an unpredictable state of 
flux. Besides, the 32X got the 
system-exclusive game, Kolibri 
– a shooter where you control 
a murderous hummingbird that 
systematically exterminates all 
rival wildlife. I think we know 
who the true winner is here.

 
Ryan Lambie 
Editor
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